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Laser Hair Removal

I do!

You hate having to deal with body hair, but, not sure if
Laser Hair Removal is for you? We'll tell you here, so
you can make the right decision...whatever that is, be
sure that SGL has a solution that is right for you!
Hayley Atwood
Skin Goals Local

Hello Summer skin!
That means razors come out and for some people that is an EVERYDAY task! Ugh,
what a pain! Is that you? I can relate, I was! Dark, coarse hair; shave in the morning
and I'd have stubble by evening. It's the worst, and SO time consuming.
It's not just the time, it's also all the money that goes on
RAZORS
SHAVING CREAMS
ANTI RAZOR BUMP TOPICALS

Did you
know?
LASER HAIR REMOVAL IS
MEANT FOR DARKER HAIR
RED OR BLONDE VELLUS TYPE
HAIRS DO NOT WORK
ALL AREAS OF THE BODY
CAN BE TREATED
IT IS SUITABLE FOR ALL SKIN
TONES

Hey Girlfriend, Laser
hair removal worked
wonders on my ingrown hairs!

so you wanna know about laser
hair removal, huh?
Here at Skin Goals, we have 2 types of lasers that we use for hair removal.
A short pulse 1064 YAG laser, and 810 Diode. We find that some clients are
more sensitive to one or the other, but generally, most clients do not have any
reactions.

How does it work? During laser hair removal, a laser emits a light that is absorbed
by the pigment (melanin) in the hair. The light energy is converted to heat, which
damages the tube-shaped sacs within the skin (hair follicles) that produce hairs.
This damage inhibits or delays future hair growth.

How many treatments will I need? Typically it takes 6-8 treatments to permanently
remove the hair.

How often will I have appointments? We schedule our client appointments for
every 4-6 weeks.

What is the best time of year? To be honest, the Fall, that way you'll be hair-free by
the following summer. But, we can treat you whenever you like!

Laser hair removal, continued...
What about the summer? Yes, we can treat you, but just be mindful not to sweat

the day of the treatment as you do not want the follicles to get irritated. AND if
you do go out in the sun, WEAR SUNSCREEN...you can check out our blog from
earlier this month on Suncare and all things SPF too!

Do I have to prepare for the treatment? We ask that you have clean shaven the
areas we are treating as it reduces the discomfort during the treatment. It also
allows the laser to target deeper into the root to kill the root growth.

How quickly will I see results? Clients usually see a 20-30% reduction with each
treatment.

Can I Wax or Shave in between appointments? NO! no plucking, waxing or shaving
otherwise it may change the hair growth.

Is it painful? Lasers have come along way, and laser hair removal is far less

painful than a Brazilian wax!

But, wait, it's expensive, right?
Well, that depends on your perspective! Compared to
the cost of a razor, yes, it is expensive! But, compared to
the cost of a lifetime of razors (and all the other
paraphernalia), your time, the environmental impact (you
didn't think those little plastic things were bio-degradable
did you? then, put it like that, laser hair removal is NOT
necessarily expensive!

Plus our Laser Hair Removal is
on offer this month, which
you would have seen if you
subscribe to our Newsletter,
Glow-on Reads!

We also offer 20% off our
Laser packages when paid
in full, which helps alot too!

What about Waxing?
If you aren’t ready to say goodbye to your hair
forever, quite yet, we have an amazing wax artist,
Kaya and she gives one of the best Brazilians I've
ever had! Fast, efficient and we use Starpil
professional-grade wax. Her brazillians are only $55
and you have options like High frequency or a hydro
jelly mask after to calm, soothe and prevent ingrown
hairs.
Kaya is also our brow and lashes queen so come see her for all your low
maintenance summer needs!

Our lash extensions come in CLASSIC, HYBRID and VOLUME fills starting at
$85. A set should last for 4 weeks and it takes around 90 minutes to transform
you!
We also offer, tinting, lash lifts, brow waxing, as well as brow lamination which
is a semi-permanent lifting and setting treatment for natural brow hairs,
finished with a high-shine glossy look. An eyebrow shaping and tint is
included. this treatment takes approximately 75 minutes and costs $100.

Don't worry, we've gotcha!

Either way, here at Skin Goals Local we can get you hairless in a way that
leaves you smooth for much longer than shaving ever could! In fact, shaving
can cause lots of irritation and if you aren’t changing out that razor bi-weekly
you are cutting your pores and causing micro-tears, and spreading bacteria.

Try dry brushing regularly to exfoliate and buff the body of dead skin cells and
buildup. Stay hydrated with body lotion that’s not filled with fillers and
fragrances. See SGL Skincare range for our Body Brushes and lotions!
When it comes to removing unwanted hair from your body over the long term,
laser hair removal is the best method available. It is less painful, permanent,
plus it destroys the follicle completely, so no more in-grown hair issues either!

DISCLAIMER- Please note that the information contained in this publication is covered under our
disclaimer and copyright policy, which can be found on our website (www.skingoalslocal.com).

